ASCI is a voluntary Selff-Regulation coouncil, registerred as a not-foor-profit Company under secttion 25 of the Indian
Cos. Act. The
T sponsors of
o the ASCI, who
w are its princcipal members, are firms of considerable
c
reepute within Inndustry
in India, annd comprise Advertisers,
A
Meedia, Ad. Agenncies and other Professional//Ancillary servvices connectedd with
advertisingg practice. Thee ASCI is not a Government body, nor does it formulate rules for the public
p
or the reelevant
industries.

THE COD
DE FOR SE
ELF-REGU
ULATION IN ADVE
ERTISING
PURPOSE

t content of advertisementts, not to hampper the sale of products which may
The purpose of the Codee is to control the
be found offensive,
o
for whatever
w
reasonn, by some peoople. Providedd, therefore, thaat advertisemennts for such prooducts
are not themselves offenssive, there willl normally be no
n ground for objection
o
to theem in terms of this Code.
DECLARA
ATION OF FUN
NDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

This Codee for Self-Regu
ulation has beeen drawn up by
b people in professions
p
annd industries inn or connectedd with
advertisingg, in consultattion with reprresentatives off people affeccted by adverttising, and has been acceptted by
individualss, corporate bo
odies and assocciations engagged in or otherrwise concerneed with the praactice of adverrtising,
with the foollowing as bassic guidelines, with a view too achieve the acceptance of fair
fa advertising practices in thhe best
interest of the ultimate co
onsumer:
I.

To ensure the truthfulness annd honesty off representations and claimss made by addvertisements and
a to
saafeguard against misleading advertisements
a
s.

II.

To ensure that advertisements
a
are not offensiive to generallyy accepted stanndards of publiic decency.

III.

To safeguard ag
gainst the indisccriminate use of
o advertising for
f the promotion of productss which are reggarded
ass hazardous to society or to inndividuals to a degree or of a type which is unacceptable to
t society at larrge.

IV.

To ensure that advertisements
a
s observe fairness in competiition so that thhe consumer’s need to be infformed
onn choices in th
he market-placee and the canons of generallyy accepted com
mpetitive behavviour in busineess are
booth served.

The Code’s rules form th
he basis for juddgement whennever there maay be conflictinng views aboutt the acceptabiility of
an advertissement, whether it is challennged from withhin or from ouutside the advertising businesss. Both the general
g
public andd an advertiser’’s competitors have an equall right to expeect the content of advertisem
ments to be presented
fairly, intellligibly and ressponsibly. Thee Code applies to advertisers,, advertising aggencies and meedia.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE OBSERVANCE OF THIS CODE
The responsibility for the observance of this Code for Self-Regulation in Advertising lies with all who commission,
create, place or publish any advertisement or assist in the creation or publishing of any advertisement. All
advertisers, advertising agencies and media are expected not to commission, create, place or publish any
advertisement which is in contravention of this Code. This is a self-imposed discipline required under this Code for
Self-Regulation in Advertising from all involved in the commissioning, creation, placement or publishing of
advertisements.
This Code applies to advertisements read, heard or viewed in India even if they originate or are published abroad so
long as they are directed to consumers in India or are exposed to significant number of consumers in India.

THE CODE AND THE LAW
The Code’s rule are not the only ones to affect advertising.
There are many provisions, both in the common law and in the statutes, which can determine the form or the content
of an advertisement.
The Code is not in competition with law. Its rules, and the machinery through which they are enforced, are designed
to complement legal controls, not to usurp or replace them.

DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this Code:
-

an advertisement is defined as a paid-for communication, addressed to the Public or a section of it, the
purpose of which is to influence the opinions or behaviour of those to whom it is addressed. Any
communication which in the normal course would be recognised as an advertisement by the general public
would be included in this definition even if it is carried free-of-charge for any reason.

-

a product is anything which forms the subject of an advertisement, and includes goods, services and
facilities.

-

a consumer is any person or corporate body who is likely to be reached by an advertisement whether as an
ultimate consumer, in the way of trade or otherwise.

-

an advertiser is anybody, including an individual or partnership or corporate body or association, on whose
brief the advertisement is designed and on whose account the advertisement is released.

-

an advertising agency includes all individuals, partnerships, corporate bodies or associations, who or which
work for planning, research, creation or placement of advertisements or the creation of material for
advertisements for advertisers or for other advertising agencies.

-

media owners include individuals in effective control of the management of media or their agents; media
are any means used for the propagation of advertisements and include press, cinema, radio, television,
hoardings, hand bills, direct mail, posters, internet, etc.

-

minors are defined as persons who are below the age of 18 years.

-

any written or graphic matter on packaging, whether unitary or bulk, or contained in it, is subject to this
Code in the same manner as any advertisement in any other medium.

-

to publish is to carry the advertisement in any media whether it be by printing, exhibiting, broadcasting,
displaying, distributing, etc.
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STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
Advertising is an important and legitimate means for the seller to awaken interest in his products. The success of
advertising depends on public confidence. Hence no practice should be permitted which tends to impair this
confidence. The standards laid down here should be taken as minimum standards of acceptability which would be
liable to be reviewed from time to time in relation to the prevailing norm of consumers’ susceptibilities.

CHAPTER-I.
To ensure the Truthfulness and Honesty of Representations and Claims made by Advertisements and to Safeguard
against misleading Advertisements
1.

Advertisements must be truthful. All descriptions, claims and comparisons which relate to matters of
objectively ascertainable fact should be capable of substantiation. Advertisers and advertising agencies are
required to produce such substantiation as and when called upon to do so by The Advertising Standards
Council of India.

2.

Where advertising claims are expressly stated to be based on or supported by independent research or
assessment, the source and date of this should be indicated in the advertisement.

3.

Advertisements shall not, without permission from the person, firm or institution under reference, contain
any reference to such person, firm or institution which confers an unjustified advantage on the product
advertised or tends to bring the person, firm or institution into ridicule or disrepute. If and when required to
do so by the Advertising Standards Council of India, the advertiser and the advertising agency shall
produce explicit permission from the person, firm or institution to which reference is made in the
advertisement.

4.

Advertisements shall neither distort facts nor mislead the consumer by means of implications or
omissions. Advertisements shall not contain statements or visual presentation which directly or by
implication or by omission or by ambiguity or by exaggeration are likely to mislead the consumer about the
product advertised or the advertiser or about any other product or advertiser.

5.

Advertisements shall not be so framed as to abuse the trust of consumers or exploit their lack of experience
or knowledge. No advertisement shall be permitted to contain any claim so exaggerated as to lead to grave
or widespread disappointment in the minds of consumers.

For example:
(a)

Products shall not be described as `free’ where there is any direct cost to the consumer other
than the actual cost of any delivery, freight, or postage. Where such costs are payable by the
consumer, a clear statement that this is the case shall be made in the advertisement.

(b)

Where a claim is made that if one product is purchased another product will be provided `free’,
the advertiser is required to show, as and when called upon by The Advertising Standards Council
of India, that the price paid by the consumer for the product which is offered for purchase with the
advertised incentive is no more than the prevalent price of the product without the advertised
incentive.

(c)

Claims which use expressions such as “Upto five years’ guarantee” or “Prices from as low as Rs.
Y” are not acceptable if there is a likelihood of the consumer being misled either as to the extent
of the availability or as to the applicability of the benefits offered.
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(d)

Special care and restraint has to be exercised in advertisements addressed to those suffering from
weakness, any real or perceived inadequacy of any physical attributes such as height or bust
development, obesity, illness, impotence, infertility, baldness and the like, to ensure that claims or
representations directly or by implication, do not exceed what is considered prudent by generally
accepted standards of medical practice and the actual efficacy of the product.

(e)

Advertisements inviting the public to invest money shall not contain statements which may
mislead the consumer in respect of the security offered, rates of return or terms of amortisation;
where any of the foregoing elements are contingent upon the continuance of or change in existing
conditions, or any other assumptions, such conditions or assumptions must be clearly indicated in
the advertisement.

(f)

Advertisements inviting the public to take part in lotteries or prize competitions
permitted under law or which hold out the prospect of gifts shall state clearly all material
conditions as to enable the consumer to obtain a true and fair view of their prospects in such
activities. Further, such advertisers shall make adequate provisions for the judging of such
competitions, announcement of the results and the fair distribution of prizes or gifts according to
the advertised terms and conditions within a reasonable period of time. With regard to the
announcement of results, it is clarified that the advertiser’s responsibility under this section of the
Code is discharged adequately if the advertiser publicizes the main results in the media used to
announce the competition as far as is practicable, and advises the individual winners by post.

6.

Obvious untruths or exaggerations intended to amuse or to catch the eye of the consumer are
permissible provided that they are clearly to be seen as humorous or hyperbolic and not likely to be
understood as making literal or misleading claims for the advertised product.

7.

In mass manufacturing and distribution of goods and services it is possible that there may be an
occasional, unintentional lapse in the fulfilment of an advertised promise or claim. Such occasional,
unintentional lapses may not invalidate the advertisement in terms of this Code.
In judging such issues, due regard shall be given to the following:
(a)

Whether the claim or promise is capable of fulfillment by a typical specimen of the product
advertised.

(b)

Whether the proportion of product failures is within generally acceptable limits.

(c)

Whether the advertiser has taken prompt action to make good the deficiency to the consumer.

CHAPTER II
Advertisement should contain nothing indecent, vulgar, especially in depiction of women, or nothing repulsive
which is likely, in the light of generally prevailing standards of decency and propriety, to cause grave or widespread
offence”

CHAPTER III
To safeguard against the indiscriminate use of Advertising in situations or of the Promotion of Products which are
regarded as Hazardous or Harmful to society or to individuals, particularly minors, to a degree or of a type which is
Unacceptable to Society at Large.
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2.

No advertisement shall be permitted which:
(a)

Tends to incite people to crime or to promote disorder and violence or intolerance.

b)

Derides any race, caste, colour, creed, gender or nationality

(c)

Presents criminality as desirable or directly or indirectly encourages people - particularly minors to emulate it or conveys the modus operandi of any crime.

(d)

Adversely affects friendly relations with a foreign State.

Advertisements addressed to minors shall not contain anything, whether in illustration or otherwise,
which might result in their physical, mental or moral harm or which exploits their vulnerability. For
example, Advertisements:
(a)

Should not encourage minors to enter strange places or to converse with strangers in an effort to
collect coupons, wrappers, labels or the like.

(b)

Should not feature dangerous or hazardous acts which are likely to encourage minors to emulate
such acts in a manner which could cause harm or injury.

(c)

Should not show minors using or playing with matches or any inflammable or explosive
substance; or playing with or using sharp knives, guns or mechanical or electrical appliances, the
careless use of which could lead to their suffering cuts, burns, shocks or other injury.

(d)

Should not feature minors for tobacco or alcohol-based products.

(e)

Should not feature personalities from the field of sports, music and cinema for products which, by
law, either require a health warning in their advertising or cannot be purchased by minors.

3.

Advertisements shall not, without justifiable reason, show or refer to dangerous practices or manifest a
disregard for safety or encourage negligence.

4.

Advertisements should contain nothing which is in breach of the law nor omit anything which the law
requires.

5.

Advertisements shall not propagate products, the use of which is banned under the law.

6.

Advertisements for products whose advertising is prohibited or restricted by law or by this code must not
circumvent such restrictions by purporting to be advertisements for other products the advertising of which
is not prohibited or restricted by law or by this code. In judging whether or not any particular
advertisement is an indirect advertisement for product whose advertising is restricted or prohibited, due
attention shall be paid to the following:
(a)

Visual content of the advertisement must depict only the product being advertised and not the
prohibited or restricted product in any form or manner

(b)

The advertisement must not make any direct or indirect reference to the prohibited or restricted
products

(c)

The advertisement must not create any nuances or phrases promoting prohibited products
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The advertisement must not use particular colours and layout or presentations associated with
prohibited or restricted products

(e)

The advertisement must not use situations typical for promotion of prohibited or restricted
products when advertising the other products

CHAPTER IV
To ensure that Advertisements observe fairness in competition such that the Consumer’s need to be informed on
choice in the Market-Place and the Canons of generally accepted competitive behaviour in Business are both served.
1.

Advertisements containing comparisons with other manufacturers or suppliers or with other products
including those where a competitor is named, are permissible in the interests of vigorous competition and
public enlightenment, provided:
(a)

It is clear what aspects of the advertiser’s product are being compared with what aspects of the
competitor’s product.

(b)

The subject matter of comparison is not chosen in such a way as to confer an artificial advantage
upon the advertiser or so as to suggest that a better bargain is offered than is truly the case.

(c)

The comparisons are factual, accurate and capable of substantiation.

(d)

There is no likelihood of the consumer being misled as a result of the comparison, whether about
the product advertised or that with which it is compared.

(e)

The advertisement does not unfairly denigrate, attack or discredit other products, advertisers or
advertisements directly or by implication.

2.

Advertisements shall not make unjustifiable use of the name or initials of any other firm, company or
institution, nor take unfair advantage of the goodwill attached to the trade mark or symbol of another firm
or its product or the goodwill acquired by its advertising campaign.

3.

Advertisements shall not be similar to any other advertiser’s earlier run advertisements in
general layout, copy, slogans, visual presentations, music or sound effects, so as to suggest plagiarism.

4.

As regards matters covered by sections 2 and 3 above, complaints of plagiarism of advertisements released
earlier abroad will lie outside the scope of this Code except in the under-mentioned circumstances:
(a)

The complaint is lodged within 12 months of the first general circulation of the
advertisements/campaign complained against.

(b)

The complainant provides substantiation regarding the claim of prior invention/usage abroad.

Chairman, Board of Governors, ASCI

April 1st, 2013

Selff-Regulattion in Ad
dvertisin
ng
The Adveertising Standards Council of India (AS
SCI), establish
hed in 1985, is committed to the cause off SelfRegulationn in Advertisin
ng, ensuring the protectionn of the intereests of consum
mers. ASCI seeks to ensurre that
advertisem
ments conform to its Code foor Self Regulattion, which reqquires advertissements to be legal,
l
decent, honest
h
and truthfuul and not hazaardous or harmfful while obserrving fairness in
i competition.

Self - Reegulation Guidelines
G
on
n Advertisin
ng of
Foods & Beverages
B
(
(F&B)
Preamblle
Communiccation and Adv
vertisements related to F&B can
c have signifficant impact on
o lives of the public
p
in generral and
their physiical and materiaal well being inn particular. It is therefore im
mperative that F&B
F
advertisem
ments fulfil theeir
intended rooles and Adverrtisers adopt strrict principles of self regulatiion and not misslead the generral public in anny
manner dettrimental to well
w being. Cauttion and care should
s
be obserrved in advertising of F&B especially ones
containing relatively high
h Fat, Sugar annd Salt (HFSS)) ... Recognizinng the need to promote
p
high standards
s
of buusiness
ethics to ennsure commerccial communication to consum
mers are responnsible and the need to providde honest and
truthful infformation abou
ut Food and Beeverage produccts are met, the following guiddelines are issuued.

Guidelin
nes
1) Adverrtisements shou
uld not be miisleading or deceptive.
d
Speccifically, ads should not miislead consum
mers to
believve that consump
ption of produuct advertised will
w result directly in personaal changes in inntelligence, phhysical
abilityy or exceptionaal recognition. Such claims iff made in advertisements shoould be supportted and substanntiated
with evidence
e
and with
w adequate sccientific basis.
2) Adverrtisements that include what consumer, actting reasonablyy, might interppret as health or
o nutritional claims
c
shall be
b supported by appropriate scientific
s
evideence and meetiing the requireement of basic Food Standardds laid
down under the Food
d Safety Standards Act and Rules,
R
wherever applicable.
uld not disparaage good dietaary practice or the selection of
o options, succh as fresh fruiits and
3) Adverrtisements shou
vegetaables that accep
pted dietary oppinion recommends should foorm part of the normal diet.

4) Adverrtisements shou
uld not encourage over or exxcessive consum
mption or show
w inappropriattely large portions of
any foood or beveraage. It should reflect moderration in consuumption and show
s
portion sizes appropriiate to
occasiion or situation
n.
uld also not unndermine the importance off healthy lifestyyles or misleaad as to the nuutritive
5) Adverrtisements shou
value of the food or beverage.
b

-26) Advertisement should not undermine the role of parental care and guidance in ensuring proper food choices are
made by Children.
7) Advertisements for food or beverages unless nutritionally designed as such should not be promoted or portrayed
as meal replacement.
8) Claims in advertisements should not be inconsistent with information on the label or packaging of the food or
beverage.
9) Advertisement for food and beverages should not claim or imply endorsement by any Government Agency,
professional body, independent agency or individual in particular profession in India unless there is a prior
consent, the claim is current and endorsement verifiable and agency body named.

Chairman, Board of Governors, ASCI

February 1st, 2013

ASCI Guidelin
G
nes for Ad
dvertisin
ng of
Educatioonal Insttitutions and
a Proggrams

Preamblee
Educationnal Institution
ns such as Universities,
U
C
Colleges,
Schhools , Coacching Classess etc. which offer
programs of education
n and trainingg play a vital role in buildding the intelllectual capitaal of India. Paarents
place a veery high valuee on the education of their children andd are known too make great personal sacrrifices
to enable their children
n to get the rigght educationn. Unlike a tanngible producct where it is frequently
f
possible
to judge the
t value of what
w
is being offered by innspection and demonstratioon, in the field of educatioon and
training the
t value of a program is judged mainly
m
by meeans such ass degrees, diiplomas and other
qualificatiion nomenclatures, recoognition, afffiliations, tesstimonials, accreditations
a
s, admissionns/job/
compensaation promisees – of whicch the varietyy being adveertised are many.
m
A signnificant amouunt of
advertisinng activity is currently happpening refleccting the vastt variety of educational
e
prrograms whicch are
being offeered.
Guidelinees
Further too complying with
w the general rules of The
T ASCI’s Code
C
for Self - Regulation in Advertisinng, the
Advertiseements of Edu
ucational Instiitutions and Programs
P
shalll comply withh the followinng Guideliness:
1.

The Advertiseement shall not
T
n state or leead the publicc to believe that an instittution or courrse or
prrogram is offficial, recogniized, authorizzed, accrediteed, approved,, registered, affiliated,
a
enddorsed
orr has a legal defined
d
situation, unless thhe advertiser is
i able to subsstantiate with evidence.

2a)

Advertisementt offering a Degree or Diploma or Certificate which
A
w
by laaw requires to be
r
recognised
or approved byy an Authorityy shall have the
t name of thhat Authorityy specified foor that
paarticular field
d

2b)

Inn case the ad
dvertised Instiitution or Proogram is not recognized or
o approved by any manddatory
A
Authority,
but is affiliated to
t another Insstitution whicch is approvedd or recognized by a manddatory
A
Authority,
then
n the full nam
me and locatioon of the saidd Affiliating Innstitution shaall also be staated in
thhe Advertisem
ment
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2c)

The name of the Affiliating Institution, as indicated in 2b, shall not be less than 50% of the font
size as that of the Advertised Institution or Program in visual media such as print, internet,
hoarding, leaflet, prospectus etc, including television. In audio media such as radio or TV the
name of the Affiliating institution (if applicable), must be stated.

3.

Advertisement shall not state or lead the public to believe that enrolment in the institution or
program or preparation course or coaching classes will provide the student a temporary or
permanent job, admissions to institutions, job promotions, salary increase etc unless the advertiser
is able to submit substantiation to such effect and also assume full responsibility thereof in the
same advertisement.

4a)

Advertisement shall not make claims regarding extent of the passing batch placed, highest or
average compensation of the students placed, enrolment of students, admissions of students to
renowned educational institutes, marks and ranking of students passed out, testimonial of topper
students, institution’s or its program’s competitive ranking, size and qualification of its faculty,
affiliation with a foreign institution, Institute’s infrastructure, etc unless they are of the latest
completed academic year and substantiated with evidence.

4b)

Advertisement stating competitive rank of the institution or its program shall also provide full
name and date of the publication or medium which released the rankings

4c)

Visual of Infrastructure of the Institution shown in Advertisement shall be real and existing at the
time of ad’s release

4d)

Testimonial of toppers in an Advertisement shall be from students who have participated in
testmonied program, exams or subject only from the advertising institute.

4e)

Advertisement stating number of passing out students placed for jobs shall also state total number
of students passing out from the placed class.

Chairman, Board of Governors, ASCI

December 1st, 2010

Sellf - Regulaation Guid
delines on Advertise
A
ments for

A
Automo
otive veehicles
Preamblee
Advertiseements have a significant influence
i
on people’s
p
behaaviour. As suuch, Advertiseers are encouuraged
to depict advertisemen
a
nts, in a mannner which prom
motes safe prractices, eg wearing
w
of helm
mets and fasttening
of seatbelts, not using mobiles/cell
m
p
phones
when driving, etc.

Guidelinees
Specificallly, Advertiseements shouldd not
a) portraay violation of the Traffic Rules,
R
b) show speed maneu
uverability in a manner whhich encouragges unsafe orr reckless drivving, which could
harm the driver, passengers andd/or general public.,
p
c) show Stunts or actiions ,which reequire professional drivingg skills ,in normal traffic conditions
c
whhich in
any case
c
should carry
c
a readabble cautionarry message drrawing vieweer attention to
t the depictiion of
stuntss

Chairman
n, Board of Go
overnors, ASC
CI

April 1st, 2008

ASCI’s minimum letteering size and
a durattion requirrement off “Supers””
coommunica
ating discllaimers, qualificatioons etc. in an adverttisement

“Supers” should be cleearly legible and
a on TV adds should be held long enough for the full message to be
T set. Thereefore followinng minimum size of letteriing of
read by avverage viewerr on a standarrd domestic TV
“Supers” and its holdin
ng time on scrreen for TV ads
a is requiredd
t font size of
o the “Superrs” shall be minimum
m
6 andd 7 points forr 100 cc or lesss and
1) For Print Ads the
m
more
than 100 column centiimetre or equuivalent size ads
a respectiveely
he size of the “Supers” shaall be of minim
mum 11 pixel height and stay
s not less than
t
4
2) For TV Ads th
seeconds duration on the screeen."

Chairman, Board of Governors,
G
A
ASCI

January 1st, 2011

CODE/G
GUIDELINES
S ON BRAN
ND EXTENSIION ADS
In order too evaluate a geenuineness of a unrestricted product
p
or servvice brand extension of a prooduct (eg liquoor and
tobacco) whose
w
advertisiing is prohibiteed by law, thee Advertising Standards Couuncil of India (ASCI)
(
has deecided
the followiing objective criteria to be ussed to qualify a correct Brandd Extension prooduct or servicce.
1.

oduct or Servicce should be registered with appropriate
a
Goovernment authhority eg. CENV
VAT /
Brandd Extension Pro
VAT/F
FDA/FSSAI/T
TM etc.,

2a. In storre availability of the productt must be at leaast 10% of thee leading brandd in category thhe product com
mpetes
as meaasured in the Metro
M
Cities whhere the producct is advertisedd.
OR
2b. Sales Turnover of th
he product or Service
S
on shouuld exceed Rs.5 cr per annum
m nationally or
o Rs 1 cr per annum
a
per staate where distriibution has beeen established.
3.

A valiid certificate frrom independeent organizationn such as ACNielsen or cateegory specific industry assocciation
(for diistribution and sales turnoverr) would be reqquired to prove the concernedd criteria.
Also, in order to sim
mplify evaluatioon process the ASCI has deciided to replacee existing clausse 6 of Chapterr III of
its codde related to ads
a of brand extension prodduct or servicee of prohibited to advertisinng product wiith the
originaal clause 6 wh
hich existed prrior to….(year). The Clausee 6 of Chapterr III of the Code will now reead as
under

6.

Adverrtisements for products whose advertising is prohibited or restricted by
b law or by this Code muust not
circum
mvent such restrictions by puurporting to bee advertisemennts for other prroducts the advvertising of whhich is
not proohibited or restricted by law or by this Codde. In judging whether or nott any particularr advertisemennt is an
indirecct advertisement for a producct whose Adveertising is restrricted or prohibbited, due attenntion shall be paid
p
to
the folllowing:

w
is purpoortedly sought to be promoted through the advertisement under
(a) Whethher the unrestriicted product which
compllaint is produced and distribuuted in reasonaable quantitiess having regardd to the scale of
o the advertissing in
questioon, the media used
u
and the markets
m
targetedd.
(b) Whethher there existt in the adverttisement underr complaint anny direct or inndirect clues or
o cues which could
suggesst to consumerrs that it is a diirect or indirecct advertisemennt for the produuct whose Advvertising is resttricted
or prohhibited by law or by this Codde.
(c) Wheree Advertising is
i necessary, thhe mere use off a brand namee or company name
n
that mayy also be applieed to a
producct whose Adv
vertising is restricted or prohhibited, is not reason to find the advertisement objectioonable
providded the advertissement is not objectionable
o
inn terms of (a) and
a (b) above.

Chairman, Board of Governors,
G
A
ASCI

June 28th, 2012
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